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Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable Array (CGRA) architectures are promising high-performance and power-
efficient platforms. However, mapping applications efficiently on CGRA is a challenging task. This is known
to be an NP complete problem. Hence, finding good mapping solutions for a given CGRA architecture within
a reasonable time is complex. Additionally, finding scalability in compilation time and memory footprint for
large heterogeneous CGRAs is also a well known problem. In this paper, we present a stochastic mapping
approach that can efficiently explore the architecture space and allows finding best of solutions while having
limited and steady use of memory footprint. Experimental results show that our compilation flow allows to
reach performances with low-complexity CGRA architectures that are as good as those obtained with more
complex ones thanks to the better exploration of the mapping solution space. Parameters considered in our
experiments are: number of tiles, Register File (RF) size, number of load/store units, network topologies, etc.
Our results demonstrate that high-quality compilation for a wide range of applications is possible within
reasonable run-times. Experiments with several DSP benchmarks show that the best CGRA configuration
from the architectural exploration surpasses an ultra low-power DSP optimized RISC-V CPU to achieve up to
15.28× (with an average of 6× and minimum of 3.4×) performance gain and 29.7× (with an average of 13.5×
and minimum of 6.3×) energy gain with an area overhead of 1.5× only.

CCS Concepts: • Computer systems organization → Reconfigurable computing; Embedded systems;
Multiple instruction, multiple data; • Software and its engineering→ Retargetable compilers.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable Array (CGRA) architectures are based on a set of interconnected
processing elements (Fig. 1(a)). For the last 25+ years, CGRAs are studied for their interesting
trade-off between flexibility and energy efficiency [22]. The literature is thus very rich in all kinds of
architectures that fall in the family of CGRA [16, 24, 27]. Onemain category to classify CGRAs is their
structure [27]. They distinguish themselves by the granularity of computing elements, homogeneity,
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Fig. 1. A typical CGRA (a) grid of PEs, (b) internal architecture of PE

supported operations, network layers, and memory hierarchy. The Processing Element (PE), also
named tile, is usually composed of a Functional Unit (FU), a register file, and an output register
as shown in Fig. 1(b). The Samsung Reconfigurable Processor is certainly the main example of
commercial success for the embedded world [6, 12], and Wave Computing relies on this kind of
architecture for the topical deep learning domain [18]. As the architecture success depends heavily
on the available tool support, the high adherence between the compilation tool and the target
architecture further raises the challenge.
Compiling an application on a CGRA consists of finding a valid scheduling and binding of

the application’s operations on the resources of the CGRA, while respecting control and data
dependencies, as well as architectural constraints. The result is a validmapping. The high complexity
of applications forces to automate the mapping process. However, scheduling and binding are
inter-dependent and NP-complete problems. Hence, increasing the number of resources of the
CGRA and the number of operations in the application results in exploding the solution space.
More number of resources increase the chances to find a valid solution, but paradoxically, it makes
difficult to find a solution. Intuitively, increasing the number of PEs and connections between
them makes it easier to find binding solution. However, this increase escalates the computational
complexity. While automatically finding a valid solution is a complex task, finding a valid mapping
that optimizes some criteria (e.g. latency or area) becomes a real challenge. Efficient and scalable
CGRA mapping approaches are thus needed.

While considering real, and thus complex, applications, a valid mapping is built step by step from
a partial mapping to a new one, by increasing each time step, while guaranteeing the scheduling and
binding constraints. The number of partial mappings increases dramatically at each step whereas
only few of them can lead to a valid full mapping. As it is not possible to know if a partial mapping
will lead to a valid solution, an idea is to keep enough partial solutions while controlling their
number for scalability issue [4]. Finding the optimal architecture for a specific domain is very
difficult and involves many compromises between architectural parameters like topology, RF sizes,
CGRA sizes, load/store units, placements of heterogeneous PEs, etc. These parameters define the
complexity of CGRAs. Naturally, more complex ones like complex interconnect topologies or bigger
register files tend to give better performances than that of less complex ones.
This paper presents a scalable mapping approach with stochastic scheduling and pruning. The

stochastic pruning approach proposed in this paper improves a basic stochastic based pruning
proposed in [4] which is very limited in terms of the number of operations it can handle. The map-
ping approach proposed in this paper achieves better scalability, mapping quality and compilation
time over the basic stochastic pruning. This paper also introduces stochastic based scheduling and
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shows that only a smart stochastic scheduling can give the freedom to travel the mapping solution
space efficiently. Indeed, the target architecture strongly constrains the mapping process which
objective is to maximize timing performances. Hence, the stochasticity must be smartly managed.
This paper shows that a apt exploration of the solution space brings out the best of less complex
CGRAs with very negligible performance gap with complex CGRAs.

The contributions of this paper are:
• an improved stochastic pruning leveraging a basic approach proposed in [4] to achieve better
scalability, mapping quality and compilation time,

• a new stochastic based scheduling for exploring the mapping solution space better to bring
out the best of a less complex CGRA,

• a study of compilation time and the mapping quality of the proposed mapping approach
comparing results with the state of the art non-stochastic based baseline mapping,

• architectural exploration of CGRAs to demonstrate efficiency of the proposed mapping
approach in terms of scalability and quality of mappings,

• experimental results to show area and energy efficiency over a low power DSP optimized,
highly energy efficient RISC-V based in-order processor.

The rest of this paper presents the baseline mapping approach with its limitations in section 2.
The proposed mapping approach is detailed in section 3, and results are shown in section 4. The
related works are discussed in section 5. Finally, section 6 concludes this paper.

2 THE BASELINE MAPPING APPROACH
2.1 Architecture, Application models and basic mapping problem
In our approach, a CGRA is modeled by a bipartite directed graph with two types of nodes:
operator and register, in which temporal aspect is implicitly represented by connections from
registers to operators. Fig. 2(a) presents a very simple 2-tile CGRA which model is illustrated in
Fig. 2(b). Two subtypes of operator nodes are defined. The first one is conventional operator that
represents the physical implementation of an operation. A conventional operator is usually able to
compute different types of arithmetical/logical operations (e.g. +, -, &&, ||) and/or memory access
(e.g. load/store). The second type of operator is memorization. It is associated to a register and
represents the operation of keeping a value in a register explicitly. The connection between the
output register and conventional operators depends on the interconnect network (e.g. in Fig. 2,
only output registers can communicate with the operator of the other tile).
The application is modeled by a CDFG (Control Data Flow Graph). A CDFG is composed of a

Control Flow Graph (CFG) and a set of basic blocks represented by Data Flow Graphs (DFGs). A
DFG is a bipartite directed acyclic graph composed of data nodes (rectangles in Fig. 2(c) and Fig. 3),
operation nodes (circles) and data dependencies (arcs). In the proposed approach, in addition to
conventional operation nodes (+, ×, -), a particular operation node is introduced: memorization.
The purpose of the memorization node is to make data dependencies explicit along cycles. For
example, in the DFG of Fig. 2(c), node 2′ is a memorization node that makes explicit the data
dependency between nodes 2 and 4 over one clock cycle. Memorization nodes are added by graph
transformations when necessary (i.e. when an operation has to be postponed). Three equivalences
between DFG and CGRA graph models’ nodes are defined: (a) data and register; (b) computation
and conventional operator; (c) memorization operation and memorization operator. As a result, the
two models are homomorphic.

Mapping of a DFG onto a CGRA is therefore a problem equivalent to finding a DFG in the CGRA
graph. This problem is known as the maximum common sub-graph problem and can be solved, as
in [9, 10, 21] by using Levi’s algorithm [15].
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Fig. 2. (a) A 2×1 CGRA with 2 registers in RF, (b) Time extended CGRA on 3 cycles, (c) DFG model. In (b) a
possible mapping of (c) is represented in blue. Circles are memorization nodes and rectangles are registers
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Fig. 3. Example of scheduled and transformed DFG on a one-tile CGRA. (a) Initial DFG, (b) after scheduling
node 4, (c) after adding node 2’, (d) after scheduling node 3 and 2’, (e) after scheduling node 2, (f) Scheduled
DFG after routing and scheduling node 1. Horizontal line shows the limit between scheduled and nonscheduled
nodes. Memorization nodes are doted circles.

2.2 Baseline Mapping
The baseline mapping flow [20] as presented in the Fig. 4, is composed of four interdependent steps:
scheduling, binding, graph transformation and redundant pruning, described as follows.

2.2.1 Scheduling. The scheduling step uses a backward traversal list scheduling algorithm to
schedule nodes of each DFG. It relies on a heuristic in which the schedulable operations are listed
by priority order. In backward traversal, a node is schedulable if and only if all its children are
already scheduled (e.g. node 2, in Fig. 3(b), is not schedulable since node 3 is not yet scheduled; so,
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Fig. 4. Baseline and proposed mapping flow

it has to be routed or memorized to keep data dependency resulting in Fig. 3(c)). This approach
reduces the number of graph transformations (transformation is performed when a node is not
schedulable). The priority of nodes depends on their mobility and number of successors (fan-out).
When several nodes have the same mobility, their respective number of successors is used as a
second priority criterion. The higher the number of successors, the higher the priority. Indeed, a
node with a higher number of successors is more difficult to map due to routing constraint coming
from the limited amount of connections between tiles. Thus, scheduling these nodes at first usually
allows for reducing the application’s latency (e.g. node 2 in Fig. 3(d) has a higher priority than
node 1).

As soon as nodes are prioritized and ordered for the current cycle, the baseline approach tries to
find a binding solution for each node. The first node is selected from the ordered list and the algo-
rithm searches for at least one binding solution. If there is no free resource for the selected operation,
the graph is transformed. Details of the graph transformation are discussed in section 2.2.3.

2.2.2 Binding. The binding algorithm uses an incremental version of Levi’s algorithm [15] which
finds maximum common subgraph between two graphs. The algorithm adds the newly scheduled
operation node and its associated data node to the sub-graph composed of the already scheduled
and bound nodes. Only the previous set of solutions that have been kept by the pruning step are
used to find every possibility to add this couple of nodes without considering the non-yet scheduled
nodes (e.g. from the partial bindings obtained in Fig 6(c), the algorithm finds every possible binding
with node 2). If no solution is found, there is absolutely no possibility to bind this couple in all
the previous partial solutions because Levi’s algorithm is an exact method. In that case, graph
transformation is required. When the binding step finds possible solutions for the current operation
node and associated data node, the partial mappings are provided to the redundant pruning step.
For the last operation node, after finding the binding solution, the mapping flow generates a list of
valid mappings.
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Fig. 5. DFG transformations: (a) Recomputing, (b) Rerouting

Fig. 6(c) describes binding of each operation in the DFG presented in the Fig. 6(a) onto the 2×1
CGRA presented in Fig. 6(b). In this figure, the possible solutions for each operation binding is
presented where the currently bound operation and data node is added to the previous sub-graph.

2.2.3 Graph transformation. The DFG is transformed dynamically when a node is not schedulable
or when the binding algorithm can not find any solution for the current node. Two graph transfor-
mations are available: (a) recomputing duplicates an operation node by keeping its same inputs
and distributing output edges to reduce the number of successors of the original operation node
(see Fig. 5(a)); (b) Rerouting adds a memorization node and its associated data node to delay one
operation and to preserve data dependencies (see Fig. 5(b)).
There are two situations where a graph transformation is required. The first one occurs when

one of the parent operations of a previously scheduled node is not schedulable (e.g. Node 2 in
Fig. 3(b) which is one of the parents of node 3). In that case both Recomputing and Rerouting are
available. The choice is made by using a cost function which takes the number of parents, the free
resources and the number of successors (e.g. in Fig. 3(b), Rerouting is used since the number of free
resources is equal to the number of schedulable operations) as inputs and performs a weighted sum.
The other situation occurs when the binding algorithm does not find any solution with a couple
"operation-data". Two reasons are possible: either no more free operators left in the CGRA or the
produced data cannot concurrently reach the already bound successors operations through the
interconnection network. In the first case, Rerouting is the only available transformation. In the
other case, the two transformations are possible. The choice is realized by using the cost function.

2.2.4 Redundant pruning. To reduce the impact of exact binding approach, the baseline mapping
flow introduces redundant pruning. The idea is to reduce the exponentially increasing number of
partial mappings by removing redundant partial mappings. It removes redundant partial mappings
as soon as no more node can be scheduled in the current clock cycle. A partial mapping is redundant
when it uses exactly the same operators to make the same operations than another partial mapping
at the current scheduling cycle. This step allows to keep only the differential mappings and preserves
from an exhaustive search.

2.3 Limitations of the baseline approach
In order to highlight the limitations of the baseline approach, we present the impact of the exact
binding approach which uses the sub graph matching algorithm [15]. In Fig. 6, the comprehensive-
ness of the binding approach is presented. As described earlier, the binding step finds all possible
placement solutions for each operation and the associated data. The Fig. 6 shows the increase of
solution space after binding of each operation, while mapping the simple DFG in Fig. 6 (a) onto a
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Fig. 6. (a) Sample DFG; (b) 2x1 CGRA with one register in the RF and one output register; (c) Partial mappings
after mapping of each operation node.

1×2 CGRA (Fig. 6(b)). For this simple DFG and CGRA the solution space doubled after mapping
two operations. In DFGs with higher number of nodes mapped on a bigger CGRA, the solution
space increases exponentially.
The increasing number of partial mappings after mapping of each operation badly affects the

memory footprint and the compilation time. Fig. 6 simply illustrates the problem through operation
locations. In Fig. 7 the memory footprint is presented for mapping a matrix multiplication kernel
onto a 4×4 CGRA without any pruning step involved (orange line). Note that the compilation tool
implemented in java uses JVM with a maximum 4GB of heap. The figure shows that the exponential
use of heap memory by the tool due to the exact binding approach drives the memory usage out of
limit after mapping only 7 operation nodes.
The baseline mapping [20] introduces the redundant pruning step to cut off the impact of the

exact binding approach which minimizes the memory footprint as shown in the Fig. 7 (blue line).
However, for large DFGs, it eventually runs out of memory while mapping. In the Fig. 7, the limit
is reached after mapping 33 operation nodes. In this paper, the goal is to go further by not only
removing the redundant partial mappings, but also removing stochastically some partial mappings,
while keeping a high diversity of these partial mappings to keep a chance that one can lead to a
valid full mapping.
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Fig. 7. Memory footprint while mapping with exact binding

3 PROPOSED MAPPING APPROACH
With the increased application complexity, the mapping approach must be scalable in terms of
compilation time and memory usage while providing good quality mapping results. In this section,
we present a smart stochastic based approach to provide better scalability and capability to efficiently
explore the solution space for finding best mapping solutions.
Algorithm 1 presents the proposed mapping algorithm. In the algorithm, operation nodes of

the input DFG are stored into listo f OperationNodes . The stochastic scheduling proposed in the
mapping flow takes this list and prepares an ordered list (orderedList ) for the current cycle. The
algorithm then takes the first item in the list and finds all the possible binding solutions in the
CGRA graph. The solutions are stored in the listo f ValidMappinдs , and pruned next using the
proposed stochastic pruning step. If no binding solution is found for the operation node, the
algorithm transforms the DFG. The orderedList is then updated and the listo f OperationNodes
is prepared for the next cycle until all the operation nodes in the DFG are mapped. Finally, the
listo f ValidMappinдs contains a list of validmappings for the complete DFG. Details of the proposed
stochastic scheduling and stochastic pruning is discussed below.

3.1 Stochastic Scheduling
In the baseline mapping approach, the priorities of the schedulable nodes are derived depending on
two criteria: (a) the mobility of the nodes, (b) the number of outgoing arcs for the nodes having the
same mobility. Despite these two types of criterion, it is possible that several nodes have the same
priority (typically, those with same mobility and only one outgoing edge). We propose to randomize
the scheduling of the nodes with same mobility and number of successors. This approach facilitates
the mapping tool to travel the mapping solution space differently each time it tries to map the DFG,
since scheduling order of the same priority nodes are different each time. Thus, stochasticity in
scheduling process (Fig. 4) results in a better coverage of the underlying micro-architecture. The
ability of this approach to efficiently travel the solution space is shown in the results section (4.2.2).
A full mapping is built up cycle by cycle. At each cycle, there are several nodes to be mapped.

They are stored in the listo f OperationNodes . The number of nodes in this list might be greater
than the number of available resources at the current cycle. First, priority is given to nodes with
a high fanout, assuming that they are more difficult to bind, then the mobility is considered. For
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Result: listofValidMappings
dfg : Current DFG under mapping;
cgra : CGRA architectural model;
cycles = 1;
listofOperationNodes : operationNodes(dfg);
while listofOperationNodes.isNotEmpty() do

orderedList = stochasticScheduling(listofOperationNodes);
while mapped(orderedList.isNotEmpty()) do

op = FirstNodePriority(orderedList);
if doBinding(op, cgra, listofValidMappings) then

stochasticPruning(λ);
else

graphTransformation(dfg);
end
update(orderedList);

end
cycles++;
update(listofOperationNodes);

end
Algorithm 1: Proposed mapping algorithm

nodes with equal priority, the nodes in the listo f OperationNodes appear in a given order without
any scientific reason for this order else than an implementation reason (order of creation of the
nodes in the compiler). In other words, considering different orders will allow to open new solution
spaces that can then be explored. This is well known and described in CRIMSON paper [1]. Each
order (new space) will not always lead to better solutions and can even lead to worse solutions, as
shown in Fig. 14. However, at the end, several valid full mappings are found and the best ones are
kept and the bad ones discarded. The stochastic scheduling helps to find better quality mappings.
After selecting the operation node op by the stochastic scheduling, the mapping approach binds the
operation using an incremental version of Levi’s algorithm as discussed in the baseline mapping
approach.

3.2 Stochastic Pruning
The comprehensive nature of binding step usually leads to a high number of partial mappings
(depending on the data dependencies and architectural constraints). This prevents to use complex
DFGs or CGRAswith large number of tiles or register files. To reduce the number of partial mappings
(nbMappings) generated by the binding step, we introduce stochastic pruning step. For each partial
mapping in the set {nbMappings}, the selection step generates a random number between 0 and 1
which is compared to a threshold. If the generated number is less than or equal to the threshold
value, the partial mapping is kept otherwise the solution is discarded. Since the number of partial
mappings (nbMappings) depends on the current step, and grows exponentially, choosing a fixed
threshold value is not an option. Typically, there are only few partial mappings after the first
step, so we must keep most of them, but there are quickly thousands of them after few steps, and
many can be discarded. So, the threshold must adapt to the current number of partial mappings.
As proposed in [4], a possible threshold is an exponential function which is widely applied in
simulated annealing based algorithms. The threshold is defined in Equation 1, where the number
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For  = 3000

Fig. 8. success rate decreasing with the increase of DFG size

of partial mappings (nbM) is normalized with a user defined value λ. This way the function can be
tuned from outside while nbM will also have a control over the final value of the threshold.

Threshold(nbM, λ) = exp(
−nbM

λ
) (1)

Threshold(nbM, λ) =
exp(2 ∗ (nbMλ )) − 1
exp(2 ∗ (nbMλ )) + 1

(2)

However, there may be several other choices of threshold based on different other functions
such as hyperbolic, inverse, etc. The ultimate goal of defining the threshold is to have control over
the number of partial mappings selected or passed. This number should be low enough to scale
up and high enough to allow finding at least one valid solution as very few of the selected partial
mappings result in a valid mapping. In other words, success rate highly depends on the choice of
the threshold function.

Test results show that while mapping large DFGs with different threshold functions, exponential
and hyperbolic based thresholds perform poorly. With the increase of the partial mappings available,
the number of selected mappings gets decreased after a certain value in these two thresholds. Fig. 9a
presents the decreasing phenomenon of the exponential threshold (equation 1) and hyperbolic
threshold (equation 2) function. This figure reports the average number of selected partial mappings
(nbCurrentMappings) for ten runs with average number of original partial mappings (nbMappings)
for a λ of value 3000 (the same trend is experienced with several other values of λ). Though the
decreasing number of the selected partial mappings in the exponential (equation 1) and hyperbolic
(equation 2) threshold helps to reduce the compilation time, the quality of mappings and success
rate to find a valid mapping get deteriorated. Fig. 8 presents the decreasing success rate for the
mapping with exponential and hyperbolic threshold functions according to the increasing DFG size.
The challenge now is to find a suitable threshold function which assists scaling the compilation
time and enhances both the quality of mappings and the success rate at the same time. In order to
meet all these goals, we propose to use an inverse function based threshold which is presented in
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Fig. 9. (a) Performance of threshold functions (we choose inverse function for its stable selection capability),
(b)Memory footprint while mapping with stochastic pruning

Fig. 10. Plot of the three decreasing functions considered. X axis is nbM/λ. Y axis is the theoretical probability
to keep a mapping. Green: inverse exponential, orange: hyperbolic cotangent, blue: inverse function

Equation 3.

Threshold(nbM, λ) =

{
(λ/nbM) if nbM > λ

1 if nbM ≤ λ
(3)

The performance graph in Fig. 9a demonstrates the adaptivity of the inverse threshold. As
explained earlier, while we experience exponential decay in selected number of mappings in case
of exponential and hyperbolic function, the inverse function offers steadiness. The success rate
with this threshold also was 100% in all of our experiments.

Notably, with the proposed stochastic pruning approach the memory footprint decreases dras-
tically compared to the baseline approach and non stochastic based approach. Fig. 9b shows the
memory footprint while mapping the matrix multiplication after introducing the proposed stochas-
tic pruning. As shown in this figure, the memory usage never reaches the maximum heap size, and
the memory usage stays at a reasonable level throughout the mapping.
In an attempt to try to understand why the inverse function works better than the two other

candidates, we simply plotted the three mathematical functions. Figure 10 shows the plots of the
three functions. The variable x is nbM/λ. The line at x = 1 indicates when nbM = λ. On the left part
of this line, all mappings are kept, so the threshold functions do not hold. The interesting part is on
the right part of this line. The line at y = 1 indicates the theoretical probability to keep a mapping.
Considering a uniform distribution, a random number is compared to the threshold function. The
mapping is kept if the number is less than the value of the function. Note that this figure is a
representation of what happens in the tool and not the exact implementation. The theoretical trends
show that as the number of mappings increases, the hyperbolic function tends to the probability to
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keep most of them, the exponential function tends to the probability to discard most of them, and
the inverse function stands between the two, with a smooth decreasing probability to discard the
mappings. The red line at x = 2.5 shows an example of such a behavior, where the probability is
around 70% for the hyperbolic function, 22% for the exponential, and 40% for the inverse function.
As a conclusion, the hyperbolic function leads to high memory footprint as it keeps too many
mappings, the exponential function discards too many mappings, reducing thus the chances to
keep the partial mappings that will lead to a valid mapping. The inverse function presents the good
trade-off between these two.
Finding a valid mapping solution depends on the number of selected mappings. Although the

inverse threshold helps to control memory footprint by reducing the number of selected mappings,
some heuristics is necessary to ensure a good number of selectedmappings is maintained throughout
the mapping. We propose to introduce bounds as control mechanisms: LB (Lower Bound) and UB
(Upper Bound). While randomly selecting the partial mappings from a set, it might so happen
that the pruning function did not not select any one of the partial solutions failing to find any
valid solution. Hence, it is absolutely necessary to set a minimum number (lower bound) which
the pruning function must select from the solution space. This gives an opportunity to find a
valid mapping in the end. If the selected partial solutions does not reach to the lower bound,
the pruning function will iterate through the solution space until the number is reached. In this
iterative selection process, the function might select huge number of solutions which will increase
the compilation time. To get the compilation time scalable and success rate high, we introduce
both upper and lower bound. However, the upper bound may impact the quality of mapping by
over-constraining the selection process. In this article, we investigate the impacts of the different
bound based pruning approaches for the best trade-off between quality of mapping and compilation
time.
Through a set of experiments in the following section we select one variant between the two

bounds based on their capability to find best quality mappings and compilation times for different
benchmarks.

LB&UB. sets a lower bound and upper bound on nbCurrentMappings as presented in Equation 4
and 5. In this method also, a random number is generated between 0 and 1, which is compared to the
threshold value. If the random number is less than or equal to the threshold or the lower bound is
not satisfied, then it selects the partial solution from nbMappings and stores into nbCurrentMappings,
otherwise the solution is discarded. If nbCurrentMappings exceeds the upper bound, then it stops
selection of partial mappings (and all the remaining partial solutions are discarded).

maxnbCM = ⌈nbM/3⌉ (4)

minnbCM =
{
|nbM/λ | if nbM > λ

⌈nbM/3⌉ if nbM ≤ λ
(5)

LB only. generates a random number between 0 and 1 which is compared to the threshold. If
the random number is less than or equal to the threshold then it selects the partial solution from
nbMappings and stores into nbCurrentMappings, otherwise the solution is discarded. The solution
space nbMappings is traversed again and again until nbCurrentMappings reaches the minimum
bound as presented in the Equation 6.

minnbCM = ⌈nbM/λ⌉ (6)

The efficiency of the inverse function in terms of mapping quality and compilation time is
presented in the next section.
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4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
4.1 Experimental setup
The proposed mapping flow has been fully automated through a software tool implemented by using
Java and Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF). GCC 4.8 is used to generate CDFGs from applications
described in C language. We developed a GCC plugin to parse the intermediate representation (IR)
of GCC and produce an equivalent IR in the Java world. Nine applications from signal processing
domain have been used for our experiments and are detailed in Table 1. A workstation with an
Intel Xeon cpu @ 3.50 GHz × 4 and 8 GB of RAM has been used for the experiments.
We have considered the following methods for comparison. The methods are categorized into

two classes, one which maps the application without pruning, and the other which uses pruning.
In our comparison, methods WP1 and WP2 represent methods without pruning (WP). The (a)
WP1 [14] solves the scheduling and binding problem separately. DFGs are transformed in the
scheduling process by applying "simple route" transformation. A forward list scheduling algorithm
and the original Levi’s binding algorithm are used in the mapping. (b) WP2 [9] traverses the DFG
forwardly, schedules nodes by applying a-priori transformation and binds using original Levi’s
algorithm. All the methods which employ pruning in the mapping process perform backward graph
traversal, list scheduling, exact binding with dynamic graph transformations and pruning. They
differ from each other by the way the pruning step is handled. (c) RED (Redundant deletion) [21]
removes redundant partial mappings to prune the solution space in the baseline approach. (d) SNoB
(Stochastic selection with No Bounds) uses stochastic method without any bounds to prune the
solution space. (e) SLUB (Stochastic selection with Lower and Upper Bounds (LB&UB)) uses
stochastic method with upper and lower bounds for pruning the solution space. (f) SLoB (Stochastic
selection with Lower only Bound (LB)) uses stochastic method with only lower bound to prune
the solution space. (g) SE (Stochastic selection with Exponential threshold) uses stochastic method
with exponential threshold function [4]. The comparison is based on the latency of the mapped DFG
(quality of mapping) and compilation time. Also, since all these methods are based on stochasticity,
we present the best results based on ten executions.

To study the impact of the proposed stochasticmapping approach on different CGRA architectures
we performed a comprehensive architectural exploration for CGRAs. The goal of this study is to
show that the stochastic mapping can find the best qualitymapping for a given architecture, which in
turn proves its flexibility. As architectural exploration of CGRA involves many trade-offs, choosing
the right combination of parameters is hard. Moreover, an architecture instance might work well for
one set of applications but not for others. Therefore, finding the optimal CGRA architecture instance

Table 1. Benchmarks considered and characteristics

Benchmark nodes ASAP Parallelism
2D Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT-2D) 711 81 32
matrix product 504 98 32
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 1348 37 64
Trapezoidal (Trapez) filter 332 59 32
Exponential Moving Average Filter (EMA) 412 99 38
Moving Window De-convolution (MWD) 440 112 32
Unsharp Mask 91 27 16
Elliptic Filter 130 31 16
DC Filter 507 96 32
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Fig. 11. Topologies: (a) mesh torus, (b) mesh-x-torus, (c) fully-connected

from the wide design space is very difficult. Instead, we have tried to explore the effects of varying
important architectural parameters like: size of CGRA, RF size, interconnect topology, number
of load/store units, placement of load/store units and placement of multipliers. This approach
gives wide variety of trends involving several architectural parameters and directions to design an
optimal CGRA architecture. In the experiments we assume the latency for all operations (operators
and load/store operation) to be one. The topologies we have considered in our experiments are
mesh-torus (Fig. 11(a)), mesh-x-torus (Fig. 11(b)) and fully-connected (Fig. 11(c)) (for clarity we
have presented the fully connected topology for a 3×3 CGRA).
Finally, we explore the area overhead, performance and energy gain for the best suitable ar-

chitecture found from the architectural exploration, comparing with a low power RISC-V based
processor [7] which is highly optimized for DSP applications. The chosen RISC-V processor is an
in-order 4-stage RISC-V CPU supporting SIMD extensions, custom DSP instructions, and misaligned
load support. These features extensively reduce the bandwidth requirements for data memory and
increase the computational efficiency. The core is highly optimized for DSP benchmarks, making it
a good candidate for a fair comparison with the CGRA architectures.

4.2 Results
4.2.1 Comparison of the different methods. For this comparison we have considered 3x3 homoge-
neous CGRA with RF size 24. The CGRA is assumed to have infinite memory band-width. In other
words, all the processing elements in the CGRA incorporate load-store unit and have access to
the data memory without access contention. As the trends are similar for different sizes of CGRA
and RF, we have presented results for only 3x3 CGRA with RF 24. Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 compare
mapping latencies and compilation time respectively. In the comparison of mapping latencies we
have normalized the resulting values with the ASAP (as soon as possible) length of the DFGs. Since
the ASAP length of a DFG represents the minimum schedule length or minimum possible latency,
this comparison helps to realize mapping quality of the methods. Results in Fig.12 shows that
the methods without pruning (WP1 and WP2) are unable to find solutions for DFGs with higher
number of nodes like fully unrolled FFT, DCT, Matrix Multiplication. WP1, that solves scheduling
and binding totally independently performs the worst. WP2, which transforms the graph a priori,
proves to be better than WP1. However, the results in the stochastic pruning based methods are far
better than these two methods. Among the pruning based methods, SLUB approach performs the
worst. This is due to over-constraining the solution space. The SloB approach performs the best.
This proves that eliminating all the redundant partial mapping in RED approach is not always good,
since the partial mappings may be using different registers of the same operator which can produce
a good mapping. In the SloB approach, it is evident that introducing randomness in the selection
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Fig. 13. Compilation time comparison for 3x3 CGRA - RF24

process yields better results. In [21], RED claims to obtain better results than EPIMAP [9] and
REGIMAP [10]. To realize the gain in compilation time for the stochastic pruning based approaches,
we have presented the absolute compilation time for different methods in Fig. 13.

Fig. 12 shows the ability of a method to find quality mappings. The closer the latency value to
the ASAP line, the better the mapping is. The number of operation nodes present in the DFGs are
shown in parenthesis for each kernel. What strikes at first is that the methods are unable to find
good solution for the FFT kernel. It is because the DFG of FFT possesses huge parallelism which can
only be satisfied with huge amount of resources. We have carried out further experiments for the
FFT and needed a CGRA of up to 6x6 tiles with RF 16 to reach the ASAP. The latency comparison
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in Fig. 12 depicts that SLoB provides the best quality of mappings whereas SLUB produces the worst
latencies. The compilation time comparison in Fig. 13 shows that SLUB and SLoB achieved best
scaling. Hence, we choose SLoB for the next set of experiments.

4.2.2 Integrating stochastic scheduling. In this section we present performance improvement after
integrating stochasticity in the scheduling step of the mapping approach. We introduce SLoBS
which integrates stochastic scheduling in SLoB. As a result, SLoBS improves latency up to 22.75%
for FFT, while never leading worse latency and without impact on runtime. Stochastic scheduling
along with stochastic pruning helps better architecture exploration. Fig. 14 exhibits this argument.
It presents the results for ten runs of the DCT benchmark on different CGRA configurations with
three different methods, RED, SLoB and SLoBS. As the trend is the same for all other kernels, the
results for only one kernel is presented here for the sake of clarity and better understanding. Each
point in the Fig. 14 corresponds to one run by a method on the corresponding CGRA configuration.
The x axis of the graph represents latency normalized to ASAP length and the y axis represents
the number of transformed nodes normalized to the number of operation nodes in the original
graph. So, each point in the graph is basically the outcome latency and number of transformed
nodes of each run by a certain method. The points corresponding to the method RED and SLoB
show that they found similar latencies with almost similar number of transformations. The wide
varieties of latencies and wide varieties of transformations of method SLoBS prove that this method
can better explore the solution space. The nodes with similar priority are scheduled in different
order for each run in the case of SloBS. This helps to explore different possibilities in the mapping
latency and DFG transformations which are already existing. Hence, the method SLoBS found the
best latency with least number of transformations. We have used the SLoBS approach for the next
set of experiments targeting architectural exploration.

4.2.3 Scalability of the approach. We present the average compilation time comparison for different
CGRAs between our previous work (SE) and the proposed work (SLoBS). In these experiments,
the average compilation time is computed by taking the mean of compilation time for the kernels
with the corresponding approach. Fig. 15 shows that the proposed approach SloBs has lower
average compilation time compared to the baseline approach. With SLoBS, the mapping time slowly
increases in a log scale due to less DFG transformations as discussed in the earlier section. On the
contrary, the SE mapping time increases stiffly after 4 × 4 CGRA.

We present the latency and compilation performance of SLoBS for different kernels in Fig. 16 (a)
and (b) respectively. We have considered 3×3, 4×4, 5×5, and 6×6 with RF8 in this comparison. Since
we focus on small sized CGRAs for ultra-low power embedded applications, we considered the
CGRAs sizes up to 6 × 6. The latency and compilation time are chosen from the best out of 10 runs
for each kernel presented. The primary y axis represents latency in clock cycles and secondary y
axis depicts compilation time. For all the kernels, the proposed approach achieves ASAP schedule
for 6×6 CGRA with almost similar compilation time for 4 × 4 and 5 × 5 CGRAs. In our experiments,
we show mapping of wide range of filter application which performs in the target CGRA with high
energy efficiency. In the literature [22], most of the traditional CGRAs used in embedded domain
uses less than 64 PEs. CGRAs targeting HPC application domain offer higher number of PEs.

SLoBS finds the solutions for different CGRA configurations except for FFT in 3×3 CGRA. This is
due to FFT kernel’s complexity as to DFG size and parallelism available which could not fit in the
target small CGRA. However, the method finds the mapping solution for FFT on bigger CGRAs
and finally it achieves the ASAP length on 6×6 CGRA. It is interesting to notice that for almost
all the kernels (except FFT) on 4×4 CGRA, the method finds solutions closer to the ASAP length.
Hence, there is negligible latency improvement in bigger CGRAs.
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Fig. 14. Architectural coverage between methods for ten runs of the DCT benchmark on different CGRA
configurations
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4.2.4 Experiments with topology, CGRA size and RF size. Interconnection topology and RF size are
important dimensions in CGRA architecture because schedulability largely depends on these two
parameters. Intuitively it is easier to map kernels on a CGRA with richer interconnections and big
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Fig. 16. (a) Latency achieved and (b) compilation time for different CGRA sizes, each having RF8

RF sizes. However, through our experiments we show that with the proposed mapping approach
less complex interconnection with less RF pressure can have significant performance achievement.
To exhibit this, we have considered a 4x4 homogeneous CGRA with infinite bandwidth (CGRAs
with different sizes have similar trends). Fig. 17 represents latencies for the respective CGRA
configurations normalized to ASAP length. The distance from the ASAP line in this graph devolves
the performance of the corresponding configuration. The latencies closer to the ASAP length
represent better performance. A latency of 0.5 means that the specific configuration is unable to
find a mapping solution. Fig. 17 shows that increasing the RF size does not lead to big performance
gain. After a threshold in the RF size (which depends on the application), the performance is almost
similar. With the increase of interconnection complexity, performance is increased but the small
performance gains encourage to use less complex topology. We have also found that the difference
between the number of transformed operation nodes after mapping for different CGRA size is very
less. As an instance, mapping on 4×4 CGRA results an average of 1.09% transformed operation
nodes, for 5×5 CGRA this number is 1.08% and for 3×3, 1.18%. The dynamic transformation and
stochastic selection in our mapping approach ensure maximum use of resources resulting in very
small performance gain. The ability of the tool to find good solutions without assuming huge
connectivity and huge RF sizes says that the CGRA architecture scales pretty well.

4.2.5 Experiments with the number of load/store (LS) units. Memory bandwidth is an important
metric for a real implementation of CGRAs. In the previous set of experiments, we assumed that all
CGRA instances had infinite bandwidth (i.e. all the PEs are capable of load/store operations). Here
we limit the number of LS units in the architecture. In our experiments for 4×4 CGRA the number
varies from 4 (top row) to 8 (top two rows). All the CGRAs have an RF of size 24. Fig. 18 presents
latencies normalized to the latency of CGRAs with infinite bandwidth. We have experienced that for
smaller CGRAs (i.e. 3×3) increasing the number of LS units does not help improving performance.
Larger CGRAs (Fig. 18) in contrast have significant performance gain with increased number of
LS units. So, if we go for a trade-off between the size of CGRA and the number of ls units, large
CGRAs with smaller number of LS units have better performance than small CGRAs with large
number of LS units. And this is an interesting information, because it indicates that huge aggregate
bandwidth is not necessarily needed at the interface of the CGRA.
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Fig. 17. Latency comparison for 4x4 CGRA
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Fig. 18. Latency comparison for 4x4 CGRA with limited bandwidth

4.2.6 Experiments with the position of load/store (LS) units. In CGRAs with limited bandwidth
placement of LS units plays an important role in improving schedulability. Better reachability of LS
units to other PEs helps improving performance. In this set of experiments, we have considered
three arrangements of LS units: row wise placement (Fig. 19(a)), diagonal placement (Fig. 19(b))
and zigzag placement (Fig. 19(c)).
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Fig. 19. Different placements of load/store nodes
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Fig. 20. Latency comparison between different placement of load/store units

Fig. 20 presents the latency comparison between several placements of LS units for a 4x4 CGRA
with RF8 and mesh torus topology (trends are similar for other configurations). In most of the cases,
zigzag placement of load store nodes performed well for all the topologies and in few cases zigzag
arrangement in less connected topology reached the performance of fully connected ones. This is
solely because the zigzag placement of the load/store units gives better reachability to all the PEs.

4.2.7 Area, performance and energy comparison with CPU. This section describes the implemen-
tation results for the designed CGRA. The choices are: 4×4 PE array, RF of size 8 in each tile,
mesh torus connection, 4 load-store units arranged in zigzag manner. To present the area overhead
we considered RISC-V CPU [7]. This core is highly optimized for DSP benchmarks and features
SIMD extensions, including dot-product and shuffle instructions, and misaligned load support that
greatly reduce the load-store traffic to data memory while maximizing computational efficiency.
In [7], it is reported that in a low power 28 nm FD-SOI process a peak energy efficiency of 193
MOPS/mW (40MHz, 1 mW) can be achieved by the core. In our experiments, both the CGRA and
CPU core were synthesized with Synopsys design compiler 2014.09-SP4 using STMicroelectronics
28nm UTBB FD-SOI technology libraries. Synopsys PrimePower 2013.12-SP3 was used for timing
and power analysis at the supply of 0.6V, 25◦C temperature, in typical process conditions. The
cycle information was achieved simulating the RTL with Mentor Questa Sim-64 10.5c. For area
comparison, the CPU includes 16 kB of data memory, and 1 kB of instruction cache, which is
equivalent to the 16 KB of data memory and 4 KB of instruction memory used for the CGRA in
the experiments. As a result, the CGRA has an area overhead of 1.5× compared to that of the
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Table 2. Energy consumption (nano Joule) comparison with cpu

Kernels CGRA RISC-V CPU Energy gain

DCT 0.74 11.89 16.1x
Matrix_mul 1.12 10.91 9.7x
FFT 1.12 33.28 29.7x
Trapez Filter 0.66 7.09 10.7x
EMA filter 0.74 5.42 7.3x
MWD 0.8 5.01 6.3x
Unsharp mask 0.27 1.78 6.6x
Elliptic filter 0.39 3.19 8.2x
Average 0.73 9.82 13.5x

CPU. Fig. 21 presents the execution time comparison in cycles for different kernels normalized
to CPU performance. Since the DFG of FFT kernel exposes highest parallelism, a maximum of
15.28× performance gain is achieved in the CGRA. However, the CGRA achieves an average of 6×
performance gain compared to the RISC-V CPU.

Table 2 compares the energy consumption in nano Joule (nJ) while running different kernels in
the CGRA and CPU. The CGRA consumes an average of 13.5× (maximum of 29.7× and minimum
of 6.3×) less energy compared to the execution in CPU.

5 RELATEDWORK
As CGRAs are classically used to speed up loop kernels, early methods in the literature focused on
modulo scheduling and minimizing the initiation interval of a loop to maximize the throughput [5,
14, 17, 19, 28]. AURORA [23] relies on HyCUBE [11], which is a heuristic for modulo scheduling.
In AURORA, the stochastic process is used to explore the architecture, not to map the application.
This paper proposes a solution for temporal mapping in general, not for modulo scheduling only.
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Some mapping approaches concern spatial mapping only, because the PEs are not time-shared [8,
25]. The methods then need to solve the binding problem only, i.e. assigning a PE to a given
operation. The simulated annealing is one of the most used technique [17, 25] in that context.
When the PEs of the CGRA are time-shared, the mapping methods can be roughly divided

into two main categories which differ on the way scheduling and binding steps are realized, i.e.
sequentially or simultaneously.

The first category simplifies the mapping problem by solving scheduling and binding sequentially
with heuristics and/or meta-heuristics [14, 19] or exact methods [9, 10]. In [14], iterative modulo
scheduling heuristic is used for scheduling. In [19] an edge-based binding heuristic is used, instead of
classical node-based approaches, to reduce the number of fails. The method presented in [14] starts
by finding a solution on a simplified problem with heuristic-based methods for both scheduling
and binding and then tries to improve the initial solution with a quantum-inspired evolutionary
algorithm (QEA). In [9, 10], authors solve the scheduling and the binding problems sequentially by
using respectively a heuristic and an exact method. Scheduling is made implicitly by integrating
both architectural constraints and timing aspects into the DFG by statically transforming it. Two
transformations are proposed: (1) recomputing that duplicates computation nodes and (2) rerouting
that duplicates data nodes to make explicit the conservation of a result. These transformations are
performed in the hope of facilitating the mapping of the application. The binding is performed
by finding the common sub-graph between the transformed DFGs and a time extended CGRA
with Levi’s algorithm [15]. The transformations allow for finding a better mapping than [19].
However, since the graph transformations are done a priori, it is very difficult to know which
transformation is relevant at a given time. This reduces the ability of the method to efficiently
explore the solution space since the problem is over-constrained. In [28], transformations are
performed in the polyhedral domain to optimize the initiation interval.
The second category of approaches solves the scheduling and binding problems as a whole.

Hence, [2, 3] uses exact methods, e.g. ILP-based algorithms, to find optimal results. Unfortunately,
these methods suffer from scalability issues as illustrated in [14]. A key feature of meta-heuristics
is also a guided stochastic algorithm. The meta-heuristics can be divided in population-based
approaches or local search-based approaches. Several population-based meta-heuristics have been
used to solve the mapping problem, like Genetic Algorithms [13] or QEA [14]. Among local search
techniques, mostly Simulated Annealing (SA) has been used, like the method presented in [17] and
its extension that performs register allocation [5]. Another random-driven algorithm is presented
in [1]. Randomness is used in the scheduling step to produce a valid schedule. Then the place and
route step is performed. The authors also interestingly show that this approach allows to better
explore the solution space.

In [21], graph transformations help again in finding better mappings. However, this approach is
not scalable. To deal with scalability, an interesting approach presented in [26] detects the repetitive
patterns in the graph, and maps in a hierarchical manner the complex loops on the CGRAs. This
method is more efficient than a naive full loop unrolling technique that leads to unscalable and
intractable large DFGs.

This work gets together the advantages of graph transformations and simultaneous scheduling
and binding. The key novelty of the proposed mapping approach is to make use of a stochastic
process (both for scheduling and binding) and graph transformations on-the-fly to better explore
the solution space of the mapping problem. This helps to adapt the application to the architecture
instead of enhancing the architecture to execute efficiently the application. This paper shows that
an inverse function based approach performs better than an exponential function based approach
typically used in simulated annealing. The scheduling relies on a random-based heuristic algorithm.
The binding is based on an exact method. A stochastic-based pruning step then selects a limited
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number of partial solutions. Transformations of the formal model of the application are performed
dynamically when no partial solution is found. The combination of the whole makes the approach
scalable while keeping good quality results.

6 CONCLUSION
This paper presents a stochastic based approach to map applications on a CGRA. The efficiency and
scalability of the method was shown through experiments under several architectural parameters
of a CGRA. The stochastic based pruning approach with inversion based threshold and lower
only bound helped to achieve best results in terms of quality of mapping and compilation time.
Furthermore, stochastic based scheduling approach helped to explore the architectural space better
which in turn helped to find the best mapping solution. The experimental results showed that the
method can find the best latencies in most of the cases, provided that enough parallelism is present
in the benchmarks. Our approach applied functionally-invariant transformations to the application
graph to better match the CGRA architecture. Results showed that we can reach same performance
on simple interconnected CGRAs as complex ones. The experiments also revealed that the placement
of the load/store units is more important than their number. Very small increase in the operation
nodes after mapping adds another credit to the combined use of dynamic graph transformation
and stochastic pruning. The efficient and flexible CGRA mapping approach presented in this paper
helps to explore the CGRA as low power accelerators.
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